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Abstract
3D-artifacts from ancient civilizations contain many different kinds of information in form of forensic trace evidence, e.g., tool
marks from styli or fingerprints on wax sealings. These very fine structures are increasingly captured by various 3D-acquisiton
techniques and stored as irregular meshes. We introduce filter algorithms for the processing of these datasets to finally extract
meaningful information at predefined scales. Therefore, Multiscale-Integral Invariants (MSII) are introduced as robust filter
methods with their four different variants, using volume, patch, surface and line integrals for their specific sensitivity on mean
curvature, Gaussian curvature or noise detection. Smoothing as known from 2D-raster image processing cannot be applied
directly. It needs adaptation to the irregular structure of the triangular grids describing 2D-manifolds in 3D-space. We introduce
a fast 1-ring smoothing with a skillful weighting by distance and area of the neighboring points and triangles. Finally, we apply
our technique to the various motivating examples for showing the results as false color images with isolines, indicating the
respective field of function values, e.g., curvature in various norms or correlations in the feature space. Smooth isolines are
indicators for the successful removal of noise. We finally compare the fully automated results with a manual graphic rendering
of a faded handwriting found in the tomb of the empress Gisela of Swabia.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Computer graphics; •Applied computing → Fine arts;

1. Introduction

Motivated by the continuous demand for new means of docu-
mentation for archaeological artifacts, we are developing meth-
ods and algorithms for application on Cultural Heritage objects.
Nowadays, there is a multitude of high-resolution 3D-acquisiton
techniques available like Structure from Motion (SfM) [Ull79];
the principles of structured light and stereo [SM92]; Com-
puted Tomography (CT) [KJM∗14]; Light Detection and Rang-
ing (LiDAR) [SRR∗16]; and Reflectance Transformation Imag-
ing (RTI) [WHV∗16]. All these techniques have rapidly increased
the amount of 3D models with numerous small details. The range
of digitized objects is vast – from coins and jewelery, via re-
mains of architecture, through to traces found in the shape of land-
scapes [Hes14].

1.1. Cuneiform script on clay tablets

The oldest remains of script are preserved on clay tablets [Sod94]
and date back more than 5000 years [BLVW17]. This includes ad-

ministrative and scientific documents, especially geometry and as-
tronomy, rich collections of literature, e.g., the epic of Gilgamesh,
throughout the daily affairs of ancient civilizations. They are writ-
ten in cuneiform, impressed into the clay with a stylus. Cuneiform
script was used throughout the centuries and in different languages
in the so-called Fertile Crescent, dominanted by Babylonia and As-
syria. Today, only a few experts around the world are able to deci-
pher this script and reassemble the various fragments that are dis-
tributed in famous collections and museums and still are found in
excavations in the Middle East.

1.2. Medieval wax sealings

More recent documents, written on vellum, paper, etc., are usu-
ally scanned with 2D devices. However, there exist vast numbers of
wax objects in archives, like sealings, which require 3D scanning.
Throughout history, documents have been authenticated by seals
involving officials. These sealings normally are connected through
vellum ribbons with the vellum of the deed. Thousands of detached
seals are stored in these archives with almost no method at hand
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to analyze the original period or to reattach the seals to their doc-
uments. Similar to criminalistics in securing of evidence, the fin-
gerprints in the backs of the wax sealings enable reconstructions of
relationships.

A small number of high-resolution 3D-models of wax seals
of the foundation of Heidelberg University can be found in
our Computer Graphics HeiData(verse) (https://heidata.
uni-heidelberg.de/dataverse/iwrgraphics – vis-
ited 20/07/2017). These datasets are published and sustainably
maintained by the Competence Centre for Research Data of the
Heidelberg University Library. The seals are permanently accessi-
ble, including their backsides with fingerprints, e.g., seal UAH SG
5 [KM15]. It is free for download and also referenceable, using its
Digital Object Identifier (DOI): 10.11588/data/10000.

1.3. Faint inscriptions on medieval lead plates

The empress Gisela of Swabia was interred in 1043 in the grotto of
Speyer Cathedral, Germany. Her tomb was opened for the first time
in 1900, and a burial lead plate (619 to 625mm width, and 388 to
412mm height) was found amongst other burial objects. This plate
is densly filled with an inscription of fourteen lines of which only
four lines were carried out in the final manner. For the greatest part
the preparatory scratch of the other eleven lines was still visible in
1900 as documented by the photographer Jakob Schröck on large
size glass plate negatives during the archeological excavation. The
Historical Museum of the Palatinate, Speyer, is in the possession
of files of historical paper prints. The inscription was retraced with
white ink on top of one of these paper prints for better readability.

A detail is shown in Figure 7b (unpublished), while the whole
text was described in rough terms in [Gra01]. The plate is of rele-
vance not only to determine the dedication of the Speyer Cathedral,
but is also a unique example of an inscription of that period which
is exactly dateable and may serve as a reference for epigraphic stud-
ies. In the tomb and for more than 850 years, there was a limited
amount of oxygen, but after a hundred years of exposure to the nor-
mal atmosphere, lead oxide and carbonate encrustrations now are
covering the whole plate and the preparatory scratch is almost gone.
Extremely shallow traces, left by the stylus of the scribe, are barely
visible to the unaided eye, also hard to capture with optical scan-
ners and almost not visible in renderings with standard computer
graphics.

1.4. General processing of surfaces as irregular grids

All these applications and research questions in the humanities,
based on tangible objects of Cultural Heritage, require the trans-
formation of the acquired high-resoultion 3D-data into meaning-
ful features. Traditionally, this is achieved by ink drawings on pa-
per, where an archaeologically skilled craftsperson represents ob-
jects with lines for important features. E.g., characters, incisions
and silhouettes are represented by lines, while patterns of dots de-
note the condition of a surface. Therefore a common challenge is
to detect characteristic points, polygonal lines and connected com-
ponents within triangulated irregular surfaces, i.e., piecewise linear
2D-manifoldsM embedded in R3. Furthermore, a manual drawing

in its final state is typically drawn with ink for monochrome print-
ing. This means that archaeologists often expect a binary image
as a result. In this case uncertainites are neglected, which can be
shown with gray scales and/or color gamut. As binarization equals
segementation, this is a well-known hard task in computer science
and we provide new methods for fine and faint details on digitally
acquired surfaces.

Structure of this paper

The paper is structured as follows: We start with a brief introduc-
tion of robust filtering with integral invariants where we explicitly
point out our four different approaches: (i) volume integrals and (ii)
patch surface integrals for their specific sensitivity on mean curva-
ture or Gaussian curvature, and the interplay of (iii) surface and (iv)
line integrals for noise detection. Thereafter we go deeper into the
idea behind fast 1-ring smoothing. The linear weighting is done by
means of the distance of the neighboring points and the area of the
respective triangles, and with mean as well as median filter. As re-
sults we show the different applications which we motivated above,
and point out the specific advantages of our algorithm that allows
for fine tuning of feature extraction.

2. Related work and state-of-the-art

Geometric analysis in – and of – Cultural Heritage is a steadily
advancing field with different kinds of focii from single details on
single objects up to processing large collections, e.g., [GLS∗15].
[PPY∗16] provides 62 references for single object analysis and
processing relevant to our work, of which 15 concern objects in
the micro-scale range. For the domain of cuneiform script, there
was a closely related project led by the Lehrstuhl für Altoriental-
istik, University of Würzburg [FWMC14]. While algorithms are
proposed in large numbers, there are only a few software frame-
works available for scientific tasks like the well-known MeshLab
(http://www.meshlab.net – visited 08/08/2017) [CCC∗08]
maintained by the University of Pisa, Italy.

The most recent related work was shown for carving struc-
tures, using principal curvatures and the so-called Frangi fil-
ter [LPTH17]. This approach uses numeric differentiation to deter-
mine the directions of the principal curvatures λ1 and λ2, used to
compute mean curvature and Gaussian curvature. Determinig the
points of the edges (ridges and valleys) is done by searching for
points having λ2 ≈ 0 and λ1� 0. The latter additionally ensures to
select concave areas similar to cylindric indentations, i.e., the so-
called vesselness measure. Due to noise of the acquisiton, damages
and discretization the authors had to strongly smooth the surface us-
ing an isotropic Laplace filter. Despite the smoothing the detected
valley points are scattered around centerlines of the indentations.
Their experiments include user interactions applied on rather well
preserved carvings. Hardly visible shallow indentations as consid-
ered in Section 1.3 are unlikely to be detected.

Integral invariants – as alternative means of curvature measure –
were first introduced for robust 2D-shape matching [MCH∗06] and
later adapted for geometry processing [PWHY09]. The big advan-
tage of numeric integration in contrast to numeric differentiation
is the absence of smoothing artifacts. Invariance against rotation is
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achieved by choosing a spherical integration domain. The numeric
integration is computed for each vertex of an irregular mesh where
the vertices are the centers of the spherical domain. As the radius r
determines the sensitivity for a feature size we have to use a range
of radii to detect features of varying sizes. Sharing the vertex as
domain center leads to multiple nested spheres. Choosing a maxi-
mum radius to detect the largest expected feature results in a single
parameter needed for our multi-scale approach [Mar12]. The radii
of the smaller spheres are equidistantly distributed between zero
and the maximum radius. They depend on the number of scales
n, which is computed depending on the mesh resolution and the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. A heurisitc default value for n
has proven to be sufficently precise and computationally efficient
for meshes acquired with industrial high-resolution 3D-scanners.
We precompute up to four different feature spaces each of dimen-
sion n assigning up to four feature vectors to each vertex.

Within the scope of this paper we investigate distance measures
in these feature spaces for visualization of characteristic surface
marks. We provide the Cultural Heritage experts with a meaning-
ful choice of measures depending on their actual objects. The given
examples are representatives of the finest details, which are virtu-
ally impossible to analyze and detect with the bare eye. In case of
the cuneiform script the integral invariants are actually much too
sensitive for surface details. Therefore we extend our approach by
an optional fast smoothing filter.

3. Multi-scale filtering with integral invariants

We define integral invariants using an indicator function 1 for lo-
cal integration within a sphere S. It encloses a ball B centered at a
point p of a discrete two-dimensional manifoldM. This manifold
describes the surface of an object and encloses a volume 1M. Note
that the border ∂1M is the manifold M itself. The first integral
invariant for a scale r in R3 is

Vr =
∫

Br(p)

1Mdxdydz . (1)

In a similar manner three further integral invariants can be de-
fined. Using the ∩ as an intersection of volumes (B,1M) and sur-
faces (S,M) a total of four domains for integration can be defined:

∩ B
... S

1M V
... S

M P
... L

(2)

Computing the volume V = |V|, surface patch area P = |P|, par-
tial sphere area S = |S| and line length L = |L | we get four differ-
ent curvature measures. V and S are related to Gaussian curvature,
having a signed finite range of values which is typically normal-
ized to [−1,1]. V < 0 means concave and V > 0 means convex.
P and L are relatives of the mean curvature, having an unsigned
inifinite range of values [0,∞], where normalized values below 1
indicate a sharp tip. Larger values indicate increasing roughness
which, e.g. can be introduced by noise of the acquisiton. The ex-
treme case of ∞ exists when a fractal surface is enclosed by the

sphere. Figure 1 illustrates the quadruple of integral invariants in
R3.

Figure 1: Graphic representation of the quadruple of integral in-
variants in R3. Top-left shows the enclosed volume V having the
surface B ∪S as border ∂V . These two surfaces are shown top-
right and bottom-left, and share the line L as common border in
the bottom-right.

For visualization purposes V is most significant for computing
the most meaningful high-contrast images used for further studies
of an object by an expert. Additionally, it is very useful for segmen-
tation and feature extraction because its relation to Gaussian cur-
vature for means of distinction between concave, convex and flat
surface areas. The segmentation results can be improved using P to
suppress false-positives as shown for raster images using the Dual
Integral Invariants (DII) algorithm [Mar16]. S and L are useful to
determine and suppress noise.

Figure 2a shows a high-resolution 3D-dataset of the backside
of a medieval sealing and traces of fingerprints in the wax. These
traces were left, when the sealing was attached to a document with
a ribbon covered by wax. As there exist tens of thousands of such
sealings in archives, we can expect to match at least some of the
fingerprints, which will establish additional personal links between
documents. Furthermore, fingerprints in 3D are also found on an-
cient objects made from clay, either unintentionally [MKJB10] or
knowingly functioning as a signature of the manufacturer. Fig-
ure 2b shows the integral invariant filter response V using a sin-
gle r = 0.04mm clearly revealing the fingerprints. Figure 2c shows
P0.04, indicating the roughness of the surface.

Using a range of radii r leads to Multi-Scale Integral In-
variants (MSII) which are implemented within the GigaMesh
Software Framework (http://gigamesh.eu – visited
07/08/17) [MKJB10].

Another implementation can be found as part of the LiVT tool-
box (http://sourceforge.net/projects/livt
– visited 20/07/17) for analyzing Digital Terrain Mod-
els (DTMs) [Hes14]. Having a set of radii r j, we get a feature
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Backside of a 14th century sealing of the Holy Roman
Emperor Charles IV, Inventory No. 7 at the Hessian State Archives
in Marburg, Germany: (a) Manifold with virtual illumination, (b)
volume based integral invariant filter response Vr and (c) surface
based integral invariant filter response Pr using a radius of r =
0.04mm.

vector for each point pi ∈M, using filter responses normalized by
the size of the ball B

Vi =
(
V̂1, . . . ,V̂j, . . . ,V̂n

)T with V̂j =
Vrj

|Brj |
, (3)

which spans an n-dimensional feature space, using the first integral
invariant. For practical application n ≈ 8 or 16 has proven useful.
The smallest equidistant radii rn/n should be larger than the short-
est edge within the mesh. According to the Nyquist–Shannon sam-
pling theorem and [MKS09], the largest radius rn has to be larger
than the largest feature to be detected.

In previous work, we treated Vi like an independent feature vec-
tor, neglecting the fact that it is actually a feature function. The
elements V̂j always depend on the previous element V̂j−1 as the
volume of a smaller ball is always part of a larger one – like onion-
skins. Although we neglected this fact by applying various metrics
for independent vectors, e.g. p-norms, cosine similarity and cor-
relation methods, we have achieved appealing high-contrast visu-
alizations, which were helpful for applications by improving the
readabilty of weathered inscriptions [Krö13].

However, segmenting M into connected components C, rep-
resenting meaningful features like cuneiform characters was not
user friendly in terms of, e.g. pinpointing a single threshold with
a Graphical User Interface (GUI) like it is done in GigaMesh se-
lecting a reference vector Vi for color mapping using a metric.
One solution would have been the use of multiple selection and/or
dynamic thresholds.

3.1. Dependencies within the quadruple of feature vectors

As the elements of the feature vectors (V,P), based on the volume
V and surface patch area P, are dependent, we decided to improve
our approach by weigthing the feature vectors accordingly, when
computing distances within the feature spaces. Note that the other
two possible feature vectors (S,L), which are computed using the
area of the sphere segments S and the length of the line of intersec-
tion L from Equation 2, do not have any dependency at all.

The difference between scale dependency of integral invariants
is shown for the dependent surface integral invariant Pi = |Pi| and
the independent line integral invariant Li = |Li| in Figure 3. Be-
tween the scales the integral invariant Ŝ has an independency like
L̂, whereas V̂ has a similar dependency like P̂.

Figure 3: Example for the scale dependency of the surface integral
invariant Pi = |Pi| with P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ . . .P5 and the scale indepen-
dent line integral invariant Li = |Li|.

Therefore we choose to (re-)use the most prominent p-norms
with p = 1,2,∞, which have proven themselves suitable for visu-
alization purposes. The weight of each element of Vi is computed
as the amount of volume independent of all previous scales:

w j =
|Brj |− |Brj−1 |
|Brn |

=
r3

j − r3
j−1

r3
n

∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} (4)

Note that r0 = 0 for consistency. With equidistant radii

∆r = r j− r j−1 =
r j

n
= const. (5)

we can easily (pre-)compute all weights by the number of scales n:

w =
1
n3

(
j3− ( j−1)3

)
∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. (6)

Note, that for large n we can detect numeric errors ε > 0

ε = 1−
n

∑
j=1

w . (7)
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By componentwise multiplication of w with all Vi, we account for
the dependencies and improve the visualization.

In a similar manner we can improve the 2-norm by adapting the
Mahalanobis distance DM between two (random) vectors x an y

DM(x,y) =
√
(x−y)S−1(x−y)T , (8)

where S is the covariance matrix, which equals the identity matrix
I for the 2-norm. If I is weighted by the covariance of each di-
mension, we can compute a normalized 2-norm. As larger scales
depend on smaller scales, we can use Equation 6 to model a weight
matrix W describing this dependency having the elements

w j,k =
3 j2−3 j+1

k3 ∀ j = {1, . . . ,k} with k ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. (9)

All other elements of the rectangular matrix W below the main
diagonal are zero, because smaller scales do not depend on larger
scales. The weight matrix WP for P are computed using the area
|S2| of the 2-dimensional circle disc

wP
j,k =

2 j−1
k2 ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} with k ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. (10)

The weight matrices WS and WL for S and L are the identity
matrix I as there is no dependency for S and L.

Figure 7 in the next section shows an application with a detail of
the faint part of an unfinished inscription. Figure 7f shows the vi-
sualization using the∞-norm in comparison to Figure 7h based on
the weighted∞-norm. Figure 7g shows the Mahalanobis-inspired
result using

f (pi) =
√
(V j−o)W(V j−o)T ∀pi ∈M (11)

in contrast to the 1-norm, which resulted in a better contrast than
the 2-norm. o is either the origin, which corresponds to ideal flat
surfaces within the feature space spanned by V. f (pi) is a generic
function value (scalar) attached to each of the vertices of the mesh,
which is typically exported as quality field in the open Stanford
Polygon (PLY) format.

3.2. Fast 1-ring smoothing

In our high-resolution meshes with dense vertices of several hun-
dred points per mm2 we see noise propagating within the results
of the MSII filter. This noise becomes visible when isolines of the
field of function values f (pi) are rendered, and it becomes visible
in jagged outlines for connected components of segmented areas of
interest.

The design principles for filtering of function values in irregu-
lar grids are the same as for those well-known algorithms used for
raster images. However, they require adaptation as there is no fixed
distance between the points and no fixed number of neighboring
points in 1-rings of irregular grids.

In the following we proceed solely the 1-ring neighborhood of
all points ofM considering the center of a 1-ring as p0 ∈M. Al-
though the number n of the elements in each 1-ring might differ, it
is always indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} in a clockwise direction.

The smallest edge length within the 1-ring around the vertex p0

∆min(p0) := minn
i=1 (|pi−p0|) (12)

is shortly denoted by ∆min and becomes the radius of the so-called
geodesic disc. Figure 4 shows a typical configuration of an 1-ring,
its geodesic disc with radius ∆min and triangles t′i used for weight-
ing.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: 1-ring with (a) irregular triangles ti and the geodesic
disc with radius ∆min. Here ∆min = |p4−p0|, indicated as the red
arrow. (b) Approximation of the disc with an interpolated 1-ring of
triangles t′i having an area of A′i .

The function values f ′i at the respective points pi along this disc
are interpolated by

f ′i := f0 +∆min
fi− f0
|pi−p0|

(13)

where f0 is the function value of p0. Note that 0 < ∆min
|pi−p0| ≤ 1

such that the new f ′i is always a weighted mean of f0 and fi by
the distance of the respective points. For the weighted mean of the
function value f t

i /3 at each triangle t′i we compute

f t
i := f0 + f ′i + f ′i+1

= 3 f0 +∆min

(
fi− f0
|pi−p0|

+
fi+1− f0
|pi+1−p0|

)
.

(14)

So far we used the distance to the central point p0 as weight
function, but we also have to consider the distance of the points pi
to their neighbors pi+1 in the 1-ring. We do this by computing the
relative area of the geodesic disc marked by the three points p0, pi
and pi+1. Instead of circle segments we approximate the geodesic
disc by triangles t′i achieving faster computation. As all those trian-
gles are isosceles having two egdes of constant length ∆min we can
compute their weight as the area of the isosceles triangle t′i using
the Pythagorean theorem

A′i := |t′i |=
|pi+1−pi|

4

√
4∆2

min−|pi+1−pi|2. (15)

Regarding Figure 4a, the angle αi could as well be used for weight-
ing, computing A′i = sin(αi)∆

2
min, which is equivalent to Equa-

tion 15. But it is computationally expensive due to the sin(·) opera-
tion and the numeric error is visible when the result of the mean fil-
tering is rendered as color per vertex. Furthermore, computing ∆min
within each 1-ring will cause tremendous amounts of redundant
computing operations. Therefore we define ∆min :=min{∆min(p0) |
p0 ∈M} as the shortest edge for all triangles of the mesh. We will
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use this ∆min in all the above computations. This will increase the
computing speed by a factor of ≈ 10.

For a 1-ring we now compute the weighted mean function value

with the total area A =
n
∑

i=1
A′i as

f̄0 := ∑A′i f t
i

3 A
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} (16)

with a negligible error due to the 1-ring approximation of the
geodesic disc.

For a 1-ring weighted median filter instead, we can use all equa-
tions except 16, which is replaced by a list of pairs ( f t

i ,A
′
i) sorted

by f t
i . The area A′i

A is again used as a weight such that 1 =
n
∑

j=1

A′i
A .

The weighted median now becomes

f̃0 =
f t
k

3
satisfying

k−1

∑
i=1

A′i
A

<
1
2
≤

n

∑
k+1=1

A′i
A
. (17)

For the special case that 1
2 =

n
∑

k+1=1

A′i
A , which should not be ex-

cluded but rarely occurs, we compute f̃0 =
f t
k+ f t

k+1
6 .

4. Results for high-resolution 3D-datasets

Especially for high-resolution 3D-measurment data, we have hun-
dreds of vertices per mm2, which means strong oversampling for
slightly larger features like cuneiform script. This could be over-
come by the application of a mesh reduction algorithm, leading to
the chicken or the egg question, because relevant features have to be
detected before thinning the mesh to preserve meaningful details.

Therefore the 1-rings and the geodesic ring radius ∆min are typi-
cally extremly small and f0 in Equation 14 becomes very dominant.
Computing larger geodesic rings is computationally very expen-
sive as it has O(n2) complexity by definition. With improvements
like binary space partitioning (BSP) and bit-arrays for addressing
larger neighborhoods of triangles we could reduce the complexity
to O(n logn) for computing the integral invariants.

However, an algorithm to compute larger geodesic discs still
would involve tremendous amounts of slow operations to access
the main memory to collect and process all the necessary trian-
gles. This decelerates the smoothing of function values of high-
resolution meshes far beyond an interactive use in magnitudes of
minutes to hours. As an alternative we propose a repetitive appli-
cation of our fast 1-ring smoothing using either the mean or the
median variant shown above.

Figure 5 shows a small portion of cuneiform tablets as a typi-
cal example, where we have to detect more than 20 wedges within
an area of ≈ 60mm2 described by 67.000 vertices. The manu-
ally marked wedges are shown in orange color in Figure 5b as
an overlay to the high-contrast rendering in Figure 5a virtually us-
ing metallic surface properties for the original clay surface. Espe-
cially the hatched red triangle is severly damaged and has a faint
overlap with the large vertical wedge. Within the group of three

wegdes left to the damaged part it appears that one wegde was ei-
ther imprinted twice or its outline was deformed while imprinting
the wedge above.

Figure 5c shows the correlation of feature vectors, which is com-
bined with the auto-correlation in Figure 5e as suggested in previ-
ous publications [MKJB10]. In this – and many other cases – the
segmentation and extraction as Scaleable Vector Graphics (SVGs)
propose in [MK13] for further processing with machine learning
algorithms [BGM15] will result in serrated outlines, leading to un-
feasible skeletons. This is shown by the isolines, computed by using
the MSII filter results and their (auto-)correlation. To outline pos-
sible segmentation results, we show on-the-fly computed isolines,
using the filter results stored as f (pi).

The repeated application of the mean filter f̄×30(pi) improves
the results. The serrations of the isolines with correlation are shown
in Figures 5d. The combination of correlation with auto-correlation
and repeated mean filter is shown in 5f. In spite of the large num-
bers (≈ 30) of repetions the filtering is achieved within seconds
as intermediate results can be precomputed and reused. The re-
sults of the median filter f̃ are not shown as they are very sim-
ilar in their rendered representation. Differences are only numeri-
cally determinable and visible in very large magnifications. Like its
common implementation for raster images, the iso-lines or contour-
lines have slightly more serrations than the result of the mean filter.

Besides, or additionally to the fast 1-ring smoothing, we can
apply the various distance measures with and without weights as
introduced in Section 3.1 and shown in Figure 6. This figure dis-
plays the filter result for the most prominent p-norms, inducing,
e.g., the Manhattan distance with p = 1 in Figure 6a and the Eu-
clidean distance with p = 2 in Figure 6c. Their weighted variants,
using Equation 6, are shown in Figure 6b for p = 1, Figure 6d for
p = 2. Additionally Figure 6e shows the Mahalanobis-inspired dis-
tance based on Equation 11. It provides the best compromise in
terms of smooth outlines for segmentation, which retains parts like
the damaged wegde and the faint overlap with the large vertical
wedge. Finally 6f for p =∞ shows a weighted supremum distance
and is no longer preserving the faint overlap. Combinations of those
distance measurements, i.e., metrics and fast smoothing yield fur-
ther improvements.

A most recent example with an important impact on history was
the processing of the lead plate buried with the empress Gisela
shown in Figure 7. Thanks to a chance find in the archive, we have
got a ground truth after processing the 3D-data, which is a one-
hundred-year-old photograph of a manual tracing of the plate in a
much better condition. However, the manual tracing is only accu-
rate in terms of letters, but not their representation, which is impor-
tant for paleographic research.

The difference in the arrangements of the lines of the letters be-
come visible by comparison of the 1900 photograph in Figure 7b
and the modern tracing in Figure 7d. The latter was done using
(image) layers of the other metrics. Furthermore, a (local) height
map is shown in Figure 7c. This map was computed using a best-fit
plane for this snippet.

Visualization of the feature vectors now explicitely shows the
sensitivity of the method which becomes apparent compared to
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the acquired and virtually illuminated gray surface in Figure 7a,
and the height map in Figure 7c. Using the Manhattan distance,
i.e., the 1-norm as displayed in Figure 7e, or the maximum ele-
ments, i.e.,∞-norm displayed in Figure 7f the letters become vis-
ible. In this case the Mahalanobis-inspired approach shown in Fig-
ure 7g is also clearer than the previous visualizations of the same
feature vectors, but here the∞-norm weigthed according to the de-
pendency of the elements between the scales shown in Figure 7h
makes better use of the full range of colors.

With the assistance of our present day 3D-visualizations and the
sources from the excavation the inscription was reconstructed in
large parts [KUA18].

5. Summary

Within this paper we have shown two examples for processing
Script in 3D. The most prominent examples are the cuneiform
tablets, providing humanities’ scholars with a vast corpus of orig-
inal sources of several millenia of history. Those tablets require
robust and fast filtering to digitally grasp the high density of this
writing system. The relatively modern inscription on a lead plate
acts as representative for all the faded and faint inscriptions, which
can gain new meaning by revealing lost details using reliable algo-
rithms.

The presented core methodology are the Multi-Scale Integral In-
variants. Those exist in quadruples and provide high-dimensional
feature spaces consisting of feature vectors which are actually fea-
ture functions. In addition to their relation to Gaussian and mean
curvature, we could determine different properties like the amount
of dependencies between scales. Therefore vectors and matrices for
weighting were defined to improve the filter results shown as (i)
high-contrast visualization with isolines leading to (ii) improved
segmentation of irregular triangular grids. A second improvement
is the application of a fast 1-ring median and mean filter mimicking
a larger filter mask by repeated application. With this fast iterative
filtering method, the accumulated noise of the original surface, er-
rors of measurement and discretization artifacts can be suppressed.

6. Outlook

As a 1-ring has notable performance benefits for the mean and
median filter, the next step is an adaptation of other filtering tech-
niques. Improvements in the numeric quality of repetitive filtering
are expected by using an analytically more precise computation of
the geodesic disc, which has to be tailored carefully to maintain the
performance. Further improvements are expected by incorporating
arising computational methods based on topology, which always
had strong – but sometimes forgotten – useful relations for com-
putational geometry. In terms of application, we expect a growing
number of digital objects in high-resolution beyond archaeologi-
cal artifacts especially in the Galleries, Libraries, Archive and Mu-
seum (GLAM) domain.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: Small detail of a cuneiform tablet in 3D having a bounding box of 8× 5.5× 1.8mm described by 67000 vertices: (a) virtual
high-contrast illumination, (b) manually annotated wedges including a damaged wedge, shown in red color with hatches, (c) correlation of
feature vectors, combined with (e) auto-correlation as suggested in [MKJB10], (d,f) results for 30 repetitions of the mean filter f̄×30(pi) for
the respective filters on the left-hand side in (c,e).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6: Cuneiform detail of Figure 5 with non-weighted (a) Manhattan distance, (c) Euclidean distance, (e) Mahalanobis-inspired distance
(left column). In the right column are the (b) weighted Manhattan distance, (d) weighted Euclidean distance and (f) weighted∞-norm. For
all distances, the volume based feature vectors Vi were used, given a reference at the deepest point of a well preserved wedge.
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(a) (b)
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Figure 7: Detail of the 11th century lead plate, found in the tomb of empress Gisela of Swabia in the Speyer Cathedral, Germany. (a)
Virtually illuminated surface and (b) ink tracing on the photograph from 1900. (c) Heightmap using a best-fit plane; the height difference
between dark blue and white is 1.6mm. (d) Modern manual tracing, based upon the following MSII visualizations. Visualization of the feature
vectors using their (e) Manhattan length, i.e., 1-norm and (f) maximum elements, i.e.,∞-norm, (g) Mahalanobis-inspired approach and (h)
the∞-norm weigthed according to the dependency of the elements between the scales.
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